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Abstract

The question that this thesis attempts to answer is: what
defines kind architecture and what is its validity in the
architectural field? How can architecture create a supportive
environment to investigate transgenerational trauma and its
epigenetic modifications in immigrants? First understanding
the environment as the brain perceives it, one can then
understand how the environment influences the brain.
Focusing on transgenerational trauma, the thesis analyzes
the epigenetic modifications of this phenomenon, and how
behaviour and biology play a role in its transference. The
NR3C1 gene indicates that mothers and children from the
ages of 4-16 years old are particularly vulnerable, creating
a set demographic to programmatically design for. Since
environmental perturbations such as political climate play a
role in transgenerational trauma progression, the scope of site
is decided on New York City due to the ease of access to the
site, and personal connections.
Architectural solutions are linked to an accumulation of
trauma symptoms, including intrapersonal and interpersonal
affecters. Examining materiality and partis of the spaces
become important to the overall design. Further, cognitive
behavioural therapy becomes the fulcrum of the solution: using
communication through activities and meditation to help the
individual process their thoughts, dismantle lay perceptions
and social factors to break the negative cycle that promotes the
longevity of PTSD and transgenerational trauma transference.
The best environment to achieve this therapeutic model is
through multi-level interactions which include varying calibers
of privacy. Kind architecture is explored as a methodology,
revealing public libraries and community centres to be an
adequate architectural match to offer a diversity of social
interaction that can be encouraged and suggested (rather than
enforced).

vi

Within Washington Square Park exists the same interventions
that allow for diverse levels of communication. However,
immigrants tend to feel uncomfortable in large open spaces,
especially in New York’s harsh winters. After justifying a public
library as a safe shelter, a further analysis of the surrounding
programs further strengthens the site as a potential incubator
for further research: most buildings around the East side of
Washington Square Park are currently focusing on cultural
trauma and the myriad ways to reverse it, particularly between
the mother and the child. The research then postulates that a
community centre with a public library integration is the best
approach to transgenerational trauma therapy. The goal is to
create a space for linguistic support, but also exposure to the
multitude of cultural expression between occupants: similar
to cognitive behavioural therapy and exposure therapy, one
can create architectural strategies to bond relationships and
encourage interaction between those who would otherwise
be struggling on their own. The proposed architecture would
incorporate private therapy rooms, group therapy areas,
kitchen and dining areas, and two libraries.
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Thrift store personalities hang musty, gently used and
abandoned
Fabric tailored and saturated with the past
While you, a wandering voyeur
Vie for intentionality and purpose
Desperately hoping the fabric’s persona seeps into you,
becomes you
These are not yours
They will never perfectly fit
The becoming of you stems from the space between broken
seams

I yell at myself, “why can’t you be better?”
Thinking that the louder I speak the more effective it is
Thinking that is how my parents disciplined me
But think about their outcome—why do you expect yours to
be different?
Use internal reflection, not outward lashings
Do not expect the cosmos to cast you in bandages, revealing
something different
You must mend yourself, until your healing reaches the skin
The universe will meet you there

2

3

kind:
(adj.) generous, helpful, and thinking about other people’s feelings1
(n.) a group with similar characteristics, or a particular type2
origin: related to kin3; the original sense was ‘‘nature, the natural
order’, also ‘innate character, form, or condition’4

1
“KIND | Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary,” accessed December 16, 2019, https://
dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/kind.
2
“KIND | Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary.”
3
“Kind | Definition of Kind by Lexico,” accessed December 16, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/
definition/kind.
4
“Kind | Definition of Kind by Lexico.”
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What defines kind architecture and what is its validity in the
architectural field? How can architecture create a supportive
environment to investigate transgenerational trauma and its
epigenetic modifications in immigrants?

5

Figure I: Cross section of the brain.
Illustrated and interpreted by author. In
reference to Andréa de Paiva, “Neuroscience
for Architecture: How Building Design
Can Influence Behaviors and Performance,”
Journal of Civil Engineering and
Architecture 12, no. 2 (February 28, 2018):
133, https://doi.org/10.17265/19347359/2018.02.007.

1.0 Neurological
Affiliations With
X.X Title
Cultural Afflictions
This chapter discusses an introduction to the geography of the
Summary
brain. From this exploration the focus will move to traumaspecific factors of the brain and the consequences that follow.
As introduced by critical neuroscience, neurological affiliations
cannot exist without socio-politico-cultural environments,
impacting the wiring of the brain to a biological level. The body’s
physiological responses to the built environment is where the
onus lies on the architect to be sensitive about the interaction
between the atmosphere and the user. It is important to note that
not all immigrants go through transgenerational trauma: the
scope of this thesis extends only to those who have trouble with
social engagement either with peers and/or family, specifically the
mother.

1.1 Neurological
Context

Kind architecture encourages strategies of understanding the
essence of humans: opening a dialogue for phenomenology
of space and how it relates to emotions is one of them.
To start this discourse (specifically within the realm of
transgenerational trauma remediation and the architectural
approach that follows), it is important to take a concise and
analytical approach, starting with the brain. Therein lies two
systems: System I, which responds to the subconscious—it is
fast, automatic, heuristic, implicit, intuitive, holistic, impulsive,
and emotive.1 System II responds to the conscious: it is slow,
cognitive, systematic, explicit, analytic, and reflexive.2 System
I is reactive and processes more information than System II,
using the prefrontal cortex as a vessel, which takes up 4% of
total brain volume.3 Architecture directly influences System
I as System I is unconsciously analyzing the surroundings,
indicating the ability to influence the perceiver’s mind
through environments. Bodily reactions to the environment
relate to subcortical and cortical areas of the brain. These are
diagrammed in Figures 1-3.

Figure 1

Neurological impact of trauma starts in the amygdala,
which receives information from the prefrontal cortex. The
amygdala then stimulates the sympathetic nervous system
which prepares the body with a fight or flight response and
releases a neurotransmitter called cortisol. Cortisol affects
learning, memory, emotions, and immune system (including
recovery).4 This neurotransmitter also influences the thalamus
seen in Figure 2, making it more sensitive to stimuli. What
the thalamus does is receive information from the senses
and mediates it to other brain areas for further processing.
By making the thalamus more responsive to stimuli, cortisol
helps individuals focus on dangerous or threatening events in
order to better cope and respond to these stressors. It helps

8

Figure 2

Figure 1: Breakdown of System I and the functions.
Illustrated and interpreted by author.
Figure 2: Breakdown of subcortical areas. Illustrated
and interpreted by author.
Figure 3: Breakdown of cortical areas. Illustrated and
interpreted by author.

Figure 3

9

individuals remember information relevant to the stressor
and helps to stabilize stressful events in long-term memory
explained in Figure 1. The next section will delve further into
how the constant stress of trauma implicates long-term effects.

1.2 Epigenetic
Modifications of
Transgenerational
Trauma

Immigrant transgenerational trauma begins with the
victim in a hostile and violent environment, who enters a
new country in order to seek a better life for themselves and
their families. It is in this new country where the victim starts
having PTSD symptoms. If the symptoms progress without
any intervention, the victim (now labelled as an immigrant)
starts to react adversely to their offspring, often labelled as a
first and a half generation immigrant (this demographic solely
consists of children who were born in another country but
grew up/spent the majority of their life in another). Should the
first and a half generation immigrant start their own family
(now labelled as a first generation), the transgenerational
trauma gets passed on either biologically (if the PTSD is seen
in the mother of this new generation) or behaviourally. This
can extend through the third generation but is not classifiable
as ‘transgenerational trauma’ beyond this generation as the
research does not have the evidence to either confirm or
deny the existence of transgenerational trauma within this
generation. The same symptoms can appear, but it may be due
to the multitude of other cultural affectors.

as the NR3C1 gene within chromosome 5,8 and is
seen in almost every cell of the human body. However,
with a constant increase of cortisol, there becomes the
potential of HPA dysregulation. The body then needs
to regulate the surge in cortisol by reducing sensitivity
of the negative feedback loop that exists within the
HPA axis in order to terminate the stress response.9
How the regulation proceeds is through DNA
methylation.

The HPA axis is comprised of the hypothalamus, pituitary
gland, and the adrenal gland. The HPA axis is responsible for
inducing mood swings, insomnia, headaches, vision problems,
increasing heart rate, short/erratic breathing, muscle tension,
and the immune system.5 The HPA axis releases cortisol to the
body,6 and is vulnerable to environmental perturbations.7 In
turn, the cortisol binds to glucocorticoid receptors, also known

DNA methylation changes in genes can become
permanent if cortisol spikes are common. As
mentioned, there lies a risk of dysregulation
of the HPA axis, which leads to excessive
glucocorticoid secretion in response to the
environmental stressors.10 This excessive secretion
would also result in hypermethylation, causing

10

Figure 4

Figure 4: Transgenerational trauma
timeline. Illustrated and interpreted by
author.
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Figure 5: Biological and behavioural
methods of trauma transference. Illustrated
and interpreted by author.
Figure 6: Chromosome 5 and the NR3C1
gene. Illustrated and interpreted by author.
Reference to “NR3C1 Gene - Genetics Home
Reference - NIH,” U.S. National Library
of Medicine (National Institutes of Health),
accessed April 28, 2020, https://ghr.nlm.nih.
gov/gene/NR3C1#location).

severe psychiatric dysfunctions like internalizing
disorders, such as depression and suicide.11 If the
mother experiences trauma while pregnant, the
hypermethylation immediately transfers to the
unborn offspring. 12 Further, if the offspring is female
by birth, the offspring’s eggs may also be affected
in DNA methylation alterations, thus inheriting
hypermethylation and transgenerational trauma.13
As a result, methylation changes to the mothers’
DNA is a necessity for the transmission to occur
transgenerationally.14 Disrupted and inadequate
parenting causes a higher glucocorticoid receptor
sensitivity and lower cortisol in the HPA axis if
parental behaviours are not addressed or intervened.
The repercussions of these actions result in symptoms
similar to PTSD: anxiety, traumatic nightmares,
dysphoria, guilt, hypervigilance, and difficulties in
interpersonal functioning. Behaviour difficulties
also include: a feeling of over-identification and
fused identity with parents; impaired self-esteem
stemming from minimization of offspring’s troubles
in comparison; tendency towards catastrophizing; and
worry that parental trauma would repeat.15 At a closer
lens, exons are segments of DNA or RNA molecule
containing information coding for a protein or peptide
sequence.16 The NR3C1 exon 1F hypermethylation is
reported to be associated with internalizing symptoms
in children aged 4-16 years old.17 NR3C1 exon 1H
and 1F hypermethylation was reported to be associated
with traumatic youth experiences or milder stressful
life events in adolescents aged 16-18 years.18 From
this compilation of research, the demographics of
this thesis will focus on mothers and children aged
4-16 years old, remediating disrupted parenting to
optimize the intervention of transgenerational trauma
transmission.

Figure 5
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Figure 6
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1.3 American Political
Consequences on Youth

Critical neuroscience states that socio-politico-economic
interventions also build toward the ontogenesis of the
individual, meaning political climate plays a large role within
the research. When looking at the options, the personal
connection to the city, demographics of the city, and the
ability to access the site were all crucial to my research. While
Toronto seems like an honourable candidate, my family and
friends have also lived in New York City. There is familiarity
with both cities, but the demographics and political climate
are drastically different. Further research shows that while
Toronto has more government labelled (GL) immigrants,
New York City has a significantly higher number of GL
undocumented immigrants.
Paired with the current sensitive political climate and the rise
of the Trump administration, the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement has greatly increased the effects of cultural
burden, especially on families. Deported family members,
usually the parental figure, leave the other parent to fill the
father’s role--economically and socially. “The remaining
caregiver must often work longer hours, leaving little time for
contact with children; older children often become the primary
caregivers of younger siblings and/or must work to support the
family, impacting school performance and retention.”19 As seen
in 1.2 Epigenetic Modifications of Transgenerational Trauma, this
is directly linked to disrupted parenting which leads to HPA
dysregulation and potentially hypermethylation (see Figure
5). The consequences are similar of a child or adolescent with
PTSD: eating and sleeping changes, anxiety, sadness, anger,
and withdrawal.20 Children in particular experience fear and
shame of their cultural background, psychological trauma,
material hardship, residential instability, academic withdrawal,
and family dissolution, overall impacting their sense of self.21

14

Figure 7: New York City versus Toronto
immigration population. Illustrated and
interpreted by author.
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Both GL immigrants and refugees share the challenges of
acculturation, daily stressors of resettlement, and potential
exposure to other types of traumatic events such as abuse or
community violence. Further, daily hardships experienced by
immigrants play a larger role in later mental health outcomes
than early traumas22, particularly in youth. Children start to
develop values by asking questions such as:
“Who am I? Who am I to my family? Who can we trust and
who are our enemies? What ties me to my family? Of these
ties, which do I reject and which do I keep?”23
In order to fit in with their peers, usually one of these ties they
reject is their cultural heritage, lending a hand to resentment
toward their family who hold the same cultural values that
the child does not want to acknowledge. This action itself
plays a large role in transgenerational trauma: the disrupted
parenting can lend itself from either end of the spectrum,
either parent or child. It also postulates that the child
abandons the mother tongue to assimilate with American
culture, creating linguistic barriers within the family, causing
communication issues.

1.4 Nature Versus
Nurture

So at what point does one start associating the ontogenesis
of a human with biological fate instead of parental action
and the child’s environment (whether it be cultural, political,
social, physical, etc.)? More specifically, what caliber of
influence does architecture provide to the development of
a human being? Instead of asking which field governs the
other, critical neuroscience, evidence-based determinism,
and the Developmental Systems Theory explain that it is a
symbiotic relationship: one cannot exist without the other, and
the reality that one builds for itself stems from the capacities
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it receives from heredity, while the stimuli come from
the environment.24 Susan Oyama’s “Ontogeny of
Information”, discusses genetic determinism versus
behaviourism. Genetic determinism is often criticized
for turning an individual into a subject to which things
happen to instead of a subject to which makes things
happen, purely based on biological forces instead of
autonomous behaviour.25 Behaviourism argues that
environmental forces replace biological ones26—in
either case, the dichotomic debate leaves no room
for autonomy. What is understood through critical
neuroscience, evidence-based determinism, and
DST is that both can be available—which perplexes
the question further of how to garner space for
freedom. The perspective of such a bleak future seems
ludicrous--add a hint of self-awareness and the whole
theory falls apart. Herein lies the second argument:
that there is room for free will, and that free will exists,
at least in the built environment, as soft architecture.
Soft architecture is defined through Robert Sommer’s
“Tight Spaces: Hard Architecture and How to
Humanize It” as a responsive invitation that reflects
the activities of human beings.27 In contrast, hard
architecture is seen as a concrete (used metaphorically
but sometimes literally) environment to which the
building enforces the action on the perceiver. In other
words, soft architecture is kind architecture, where
the architect understands the subtlety in a space that
may be harsh to a sensitive user. Creating flexible
spaces for the human scale is crucial. There is no way of
predicting an individual’s actions without assumptions,
so by providing kind architecture it enables the

17

and memory: cultural neglect and ‘re-starting’ in
a new environmental context is what fluctuates
cortisol regulation. Therefore, biological reframing of
transgenerational trauma through the dismantling
of disrupted parenting can be done through social
interactions that produce linguistic support between,
amongst, and for cultures.

individual to not only build upon their personal and spatial
agency (as a ritual of treating the self-esteem issues stemming
from transgenerational trauma) but also promotes the
incubation of creative and engaging programs necessary for
trauma remediation.

1.5 Conclusion

This chapter is an accumulation of research on nature and
nurture, environment and epigenetics, and the constant debate
about what creates the formula for human behaviour, if such a
formula exists at all. For the sake of being prompt, architecture
can never have a constant reaction for every person that meets
it: critical neuroscience explains that people’s memories will
always reflect what their reality is, like what the brain fact
diagram shows. Thus, making a direct relation from tangential
emotion stemming from neurological releases to the built
environment is reductionist and inaccurate. However, this
does not negate therapeutic architecture, as this subcategory
of design implements support to certain activities necessary
within therapy such as: privacy and human scale design.
Finally, the general theme that is repeated throughout this
type of trauma is linguistic barriers: disrupted parenting is the
consequence for the barriers that come with cultural drifts
between the mother and the child. Paired with the cultural
repression that Fromm suggests (see 1.3 American Political
Consequences on Youth), the child may not want to address the
mother tongue at all. The hope is then to support linguistic
explorations and discourage assimilative rituals that most
Western cultures tend to achieve. By reinforcing linguistic
complexities such as the promotion of bilingualism and
multiculturalism, one can then reverse-engineer the DNA
methylation that comes from the dysregulation of the HPA
axis by retraining when cortisol is released throughout the
body. As mentioned before, cortisol is linked to learning
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Figure 8: Proposal to remediate
transgenerational trauma diagram.
Illustrated and interpreted by author.
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Figure II: Close up analysis of architectural
translationsof therapeutic models as it relates
to the body.

2.0 Architectural
Solutions

Kind architecture is the main theoretical vessel to which this
thesis wishes to address: providing for the sensitive human scale
while foreshadowing every future possibility of a certain space
through flexibility and multipurpose—albeit deterministic, one of
the main goals of the proposed design is to better understand and
investigate how the built environment can successfully improve
transgenerational trauma. Figure 9 is a diagrammatic framework
that is applied to architectural strategies that directly address/
relate to intra- and inter-personal symptoms of transgenerational
trauma. This diagram will be manipulated and used as a reference
to the architectural solutions that this thesis proposes. The
accumulation of these stressors and effects can be directly linked
to the tensions that are seen within families, which in turn affects
the neurological effects of the body. Starting with general physioneurological strategies allows one to narrow to specific therapeutic
models that focus on linguistic remediation, focusing on cognitive
behavioural therapy.

Figure 9

2.1 General PhysioNeurological Strategies

It is evidenced that the human body subconsciously reacts
to the built environment. Knowing this, one can then
practice kind architecture by leaning into the sensitivities of
atmosphere. General architectural strategies are important to
understand what architecture can specifically achieve for the
human body. For example, isolating the senses and having the
body acknowledge each one also will decrease mood swings
due to the acute awareness the building implies the body
to follow. Further, there is neurological evidence associated
with “sick building syndrome”, where headaches and nausea
may be triggered by patterns of light and shadow seen in
high contrast.1 This phenomenon is related to a neurological
function known as gamma oscillation—rhythmic neural
activity producing high-frequency brainwaves, which is
believed to be related to visual perception.2 A study done
by the University Medical Centre Utrecht using scalp
electroencephalograms evidenced that sharp contrasts of black
and white increased levels of gamma oscillation, whereas
gradient photos of the same colours induced lower levels.3
Figure 10 visually demonstrates the difference in brainwaves
of sharp contrasting patterns versus more gradient, undulating
ones. It is associated with intrapersonal issues such as anxiety,
somatization, headaches, vision problems, increasing heart
rate, muscle tension; and interpersonal issues such as immune
system, hypervigilance, and phobic disorder.
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Figure 10

Figure 11
Figure 9: Intrapersonal and interpersonal trauma symptoms. By author.
Figure 10: Gamma oscillation analysis. Illustrated and interpreted by author.
Figure 11: Materiality and form analysis. IIllustrated and interpreted by author.
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In addition, comforting atmosphere with organic materials is
necessary to reduce muscle tension. Comfort is also associated
with sinuous forms to reduce stress, muscle tension, and
lower heart rate—where rectilinear forms increase cortisol
levels, seen in Figure 11.4 This is reflected in mirror neurons
as well, where the body responds physiologically even if the
person observes and is not actively participating in the action.5
Promptly speaking, if someone receives a hug, the same
chemicals are released in the observer’s brain as if the observer
is the one receiving the hug. More interestingly, this is also
presented in inanimate objects6: sculptural forms of embracing
and envelopment release the same chemical (oxytocin)
even though the form is stationary. Stress is also alleviated
through three main principles: social support, control, and
the integration of nature into the design.7 Humans’ need for
interaction is critical to avoid isolation and paranoia. Control
can be given to the individual through a series of choices,
gaining personal agency and reducing the feeling of a loss of
control. Wayfinding and ease of communication is also part
of control.8 Biophilic design is known to significantly reduce
anxiety. –extending not just to natural light but to a view of
nature as well. When people view natural scenes, “nerve cells in
the opiate rich pathway become active giving you a morphine
high.”9 Clean air filtration from the exterior also impacts the
cardiovascular system, a direct correlation to stress reduction.
To conclude, general strategies such as the ones mentioned
create enriching experiences and atmospheres for an
individual. Interaction and basic human needs are important
when dealing with the linguistic and cultural barriers that this
thesis focuses on. Kind architecture requires the architect to
listen to the users and adapt to their needs through materiality,
pattern, form, and environment. By listening to the issues of
the user, research is imperative to find the best solution. In
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this case, there are more specific treatments that can
be introduced programmatically to help remediate
transgenerational trauma.

2.2 Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy

Figure 12: architectural translations of
cognitive behavioural therapy. Illustrated
and interpreted by author.

CBT addresses distortions in beliefs and emotions
such as the environment or situation being threatening
to personal safety and wellbeing.10 Further, it addresses
feelings of hopelessness and helplessness, replacing
them with more accurate and rational perceptions.11
Memories of the trauma are relabeled and reorganized
in ways that help the individual gain a sense of
meaning and control.12 Architectural methodologies
for this type of therapy include: material processes such
as cooking, and a safe room with a sandbox, as per the
intergenerational trauma treatment model (see Figure
12). Out of the current therapeutic models regarding
cultural trauma and the remediation of familial tension,
cognitive behavioural therapy has the most widely
acknowledged success due to its reframing of the
brain fact, seen in the critical neuroscience field. A
subcategory of talk therapy, CBT uses communication
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through activities and meditation to help the individual
process their thoughts, dismantling lay perceptions and social
factors to break the negative cycle that promotes the longevity
of PTSD and transgenerational trauma transference. This type
of therapy can either be between a professional and a client, or
experienced through social interaction. Like most therapeutic
models, the reintegration into society is the common goal
across the field. The most common way to do this is through
group activities that implement multi-level interventions,
while leaving space to suggest more private spaces. Otherwise
known as small group ecology, this will be discussed in 3.2
Public Libraries, with Veatch’s perspective.

2.3 Secondary
Treatment Models

Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction therapy provides a
subtle approach to therapy that can be implemented in overall
architectural design: by creating enriching and engaging
environments, it promotes individuals to focus on sensations
and thoughts as they occur, resulting in a greater awareness of
their environments and their own perceptions.13 Individuals
learn to attend to multiple sensations, helping to broaden
their perspectives. Attending to sensory experiences are they
occur allows the individual to think cognitively instead of
reactionary14, thus moving thoughts that would otherwise
be in System I to System II (mentioned in 1.1 Neurological
Context), thus slowing down their thoughts. This same method
is applied to anxiety attacks, allowing an individual to stay
grounded within their current environment.

Figure 13

Exposure therapy helps the individual gradually confront
trauma related information through talking and journaling:
when memories of the experience are confronted, they lose
their power to generate fear.15 A form of this therapy is called
imagery rescripting, confronting individuals with threatening
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Figure 14

Figure 13: architectural translations of
mindfulness based stress reduction therapy.
Illustrated and interpreted by author.
Figure 14: architectural translations of
exposure therapy. Illustrated and interpreted
by author.
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images and changing them to less threatening images or
developing new positive images to replace the threatening
ones.16 By exposing them to a more positive image, it will
help rewire their perception of the subject at hand. To a
transgenerational trauma victim, these subjects are often
related to being exposed or in public spaces. Architecturally,
this can be addressed through transitional spaces involving the
threshold of public and private spaces.
Intergenerational Trauma Treatment Model has a target
population of 3-18 year olds with parents burdened by the
impact, symptoms, and behaviours of traumatic events or
unacceptable living conditions.17 The program targets and
treats the child’s trauma as well as the caregiver’s unresolved
childhood trauma history.18 Programmatically, the relationship
between the caregiver and the child is imperative as a focus.
Further, the development of parent competency and selfefficiency, as well as comfortability in expression are addressed.
There are three treatment phases, all including cognitive
behavioural therapy. The first phase requires approximately
15-30 parents per group, in a classroom setting.19 This phase
targets the caregiver’s ability to respond and sensitizes
caregivers to the child’s experience of trauma.20 The second
phase requires seven sessions, but can be more personal and
is targeting the caregiver’s trauma21, which involves a more
private area for discussion, such as a therapist room. The
third phase includes four assessment and treatment sessions
with both the child and caregiver22, including a sand tray
method that physically requires the individual to sit down
in a sandbox: generally, they subconsciously start recreating
their own perception of the world, which is an expressive
nonverbal way of discussing trauma. It is in this third phase
where the caregiver starts to become the co-therapist to bind
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Figure 15

the relationship further.23 Upon field research at the
Children’s Museum of the Arts, it was revealed that
once staff is present and interacts with the child,
the parent then becomes a secondary character in
the activity and start to depend on the staff, thus no
longer engaging with the child and their activities.1
Requirements include an intuitive and familiar activity
such as sandbox play or art so that staff aid remains
minimal.

2.4 Conclusion

Figure 15: architectural translations of
intergenerational trauma treatment model.
Illustrated and interpreted by author.

An additional strategy is to lend a hand to
economic drivers and policy through other means
of programming; New York Immigration Coalition
and CAMBA expertly tackles issues such as legal
aid, culturation classes, and ESL classes.24 The only
way to holistically provide a foundation for trauma
remediation (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and
Transgenerational Trauma) is to include these
programs within the architectural design, which would
be interpreted to classrooms that provide support while
remaining hidden enough within the urban fabric; this
ensures privacy and subtlety. The research of this thesis
highlights subtlety as soft architecture, because once

1
Personal interview with Ian from Children’s Museum of
the Arts
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one starts discussing any cultural architecture (such as
immigrant centres, programs, cultural centres, etc.) one runs
into the question of ‘token minority’. Immigrants are people
first, past second—they should be treated as such. As the
author, I experience these same repressions of mother tongue
and cultural background—so I can attest to the discrimination
that derives from looking ‘different’ (a censored method
of meaning ‘non-white’). Referencing Fromm’s analysis of
children’s cultural development (asking questions such as
‘out of all these ties, which do I reject, and which do I keep?)
seen in 1.2 Epigenetic Modifications of Transgenerational
Trauma, being judged and having one’s intelligence/ideas
negated based on skin colour unravels self-esteem, leaving an
individual repressing their cultural origin. Therefore, cultural
architecture has to be wary of not appropriating the culture
they are representing or assign a specific rulebook of design
guidelines for a specific culture. Hence, this thesis focuses on
the therapeutic models as the guiding design strategy, instead
of a specific subgroup of immigrants. It would be strategically
unwise to target a subgroup of immigrants and assign design
guidelines to a group of people who have no interest in their
culture in the first place.
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Figure III: Close up of social proximity
diagram. Illustrated and interpreted by
author.

3.0 Democratic
Architecture

An earlier exploration of democratic architecture was first ventured
as oppressive architecture concerning first and second spaces
from the immigrants’ perspective, which can be seen within the
appendix at the end of the document. Third spaces became of
interest due to the complexity of cultural integration and social
stigma surrounding them. Third spaces are generally harnessed
as democratic versus oppressive, but depending on the person’s
past, that may not be the case. Understanding that people may be
more sensitive to their surroundings, a kind architectural strategy
involves an exploration of the democratic spaces such as third
spaces. Background research was done on first and second spaces
seen in the appendix (i.e. residences and workplaces, respectively),
thus postulating the importance of third spaces as means of
cultural expression and a necessity to socially integrate within
the culture healthily so that repression does not cultivate into
transgenerational trauma.

3.1 Third Spaces

As mentioned in the introduction, third spaces are for
the people as a society. In New York City, these common
ground areas generally manifest as parks. These public
greenspaces provide multiple values for city residents:
enabling connections to nature, providing locations for
informal socializing, opportunities for physical exercise,1
lowering risk of overall cancer and mortality, lowering rates of
cardiovascular disease, and decreasing psychological distress
and suicide risk.2 In reference to 1.2 Epigenetic Modifications
of Transgenerational Trauma, the same symptoms occur
with PTSD and transgenerational trauma development
as architectural impacts. However, most people using these
spaces are non-immigrants. The reason for this is due to
marginality (the impact of socio-economic barriers), ethnicity,
and discrimination. Specifically, in outdoor public spaces
(namely parks), the harsh winter environments alienate
this demographic even further, validating the feeling as ‘an
outsider’.
The government’s aggressive action to eradicate government
labelled undocumented immigrants creates distrust within the
communities, who collectively become less likely to participate
in churches, schools, health clinics, cultural activities, and
social services.3 Particularly in New York City, police patrol
public areas the most. While having good intentions of the
public’s safety, the fearfulness and mistrust that stems from
trauma extends to public safety officials.4 The agreements
of immigration detention expect local law enforcement to
act as federal immigration agents,5 increasing the declining
percentage of immigrants present in public spaces. The
vulnerability seen in larger social environments increase
anxiety levels within more PTSD affected demographics,
which are often women and children immigrants, who end
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up suffering from a lack of recreational areas for social
and communal development. As expressed through
the lens of critical neuroscience’s brain fact diagram,
third spaces are particularly triggering as political
context (police), economic drivers (lower class), cultural
settings (being a minority), media (confirmation bias of
distrustfulness toward authorities due to ICE), policy
(federal and state laws), and lay perceptions all impact
the brain fact. Moving forward, this project will focus
on a third space program for women and children aged
4-16, as aforementioned within this paper.

3.2 Social Proximities and
Supportive Atmospheres

3.1 Third Spaces explains how public greenspaces
provide multiple values for city residents: enabling
connections to nature, providing locations for
informal socializing, opportunities for physical
exercise, lowering risk of overall cancer and mortality,
lowering rates of cardiovascular disease, and decreasing
psychological distress and suicide risk. The obstacle as
an architectural designer then becomes: how does one
program a space that houses all these positive variables?
The challenges that immigrant families face in
handling past trauma while balancing resettlement and
acculturative stressors are topped by the entirely new
context of the new language, norms, and laws of a new
culture. Betancourt et al. discuss how the accumulation
of these stressors call for assessment driven, flexibility
tailored, multi-level interventions that are implemented
in creative and engaging ways.6 Further, group based
interventions may present an avenue for engaging
youth by normalizing symptoms, improving emotion
regulation and creating a therapeutic community that
fosters healing in a supportive environment.7
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Figure 17

processes necessary to induce comfort within its
residents, thus creating a less hostile environment than
the outdoors.

Figure 16

Blewitt’s 2014 paper “Public Libraries, Citizens and
the Democracy” discusses the relationship of public
library development in an increasingly marketdominated economy and a marketized society15,
which New York City embodies. Public libraries were
meant to foster social norms of trust and reciprocity,
knowledge of local circumstances, and capacity to
“experiment with diverse ways of coping with multiple
problems and to learn”.16 However, with the rise
of capitalism, there are concerns that citizens and
democracy as a political foundation are altered and
diminished. Public libraries can help strengthen and
revitalize public democracy and their public realm.
The sanctuary space can be utilized as a symbol of a
rupture in the fabric of politics: the space facilitates the
development of co-productive relationships between
public, private, and third sectors, thus producing more
engaged and knowledgeable users and reinvigorate
social solidarity. These may include small community
sales, stronger support within members, and exposure
to new cultures. Manifesting these ideologies into kind
architecture is imperative not only because it will help
social morale, but it will boost local economy as well.

With regards to privacy, Westin provides four states: solitude,
intimacy, anonymity, and reserve.8 The text identifies four
culturally defined distances of comfort zones used by
Americans1 (see above).
92-97% of the informal groups in public spaces consist of only
two or three members9, making libraries a platform for small
group ecology. The analysis then moves further to sociofugal
versus sociopetal, where design discourages social contact10
as opposed to design fostering, enforcing, and encouraging
the development of stable interpersonal relationships11,
respectively. Sociopetal arrangement constitutes within less
than 10’, closer to the social zone12.
The environmental design of library buildings explicitly
explores the subtle and complex relationships that exist
between people and the varying private elements of a library
environment.13 Veatch explains that environmental psychology
and human factor engineering are the two factors that make
up environmental design: “environmental psychology deals
primarily with perception and behaviour while human factors
engineering concentrates upon performance.”14 Public libraries
also provide social network and opportunities for material

1
It should be noted that what is constituted as American is
uncertain to the author.
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Figure 16: Social zones. Illustrated and
interpreted by author.
Figure 17: architectural translations of
public libraries. Illustrated and interpreted
by author.
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While understanding the benefits of public libraries, it is also
noted how weighted the term ‘public library’ can be construed
as. According to IFLA/UNESCO, the technical definition
reads as “an organization established, supported, and funded
by the community, either through local, regional, or national
government or through some other form of community
organization. It provides access to knowledge, information
and works of the imagination through a range of resources
and services and is equally available to all members of the
community regardless of race, nationality, age, gender, religion,
language, disability, economic and employment status and
education attainment.”17 However, the predilection of public
library entails bookshelves, study rooms, and a computer lab.
If a designer varies from these programs, the vision of a public
library becomes blurred into that of a community centre. To
avoid confusion and to avoid clarifying what a ‘public library’
should be, having a ‘community centre’ label on the overall
thesis program made the most sense. A community centre
proves just as fruitful as a public library, while providing
more flexible terms for programmatic spaces. What remains
important is the cross-pollination of disciplines for better
support, better informed people, and better cultural advances.

3.3 Conclusion

This chapter argues the importance of third space and how
to give it back to immigrants, who tend to stay away from
these spaces out of fear of discrimination. This is particularly
speaking to youth, who are still impressionable and tend to vie
to fit in with their peers. While 1.0 Neurological Affiliations of
Cultural Afflictions discusses the disconnect between biological
and cultural factors, this chapter discusses the physical
disconnect and the space between social interaction. As a
focus of kind architecture, public libraries and community
centres are evidenced to provide the most diversity in terms of
atmosphere and privacy. This concludes that varying levels of
social interaction can be encouraged and suggested through
environmental design and architectural strategies.
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Figure IV: Site model showing program

and building context. By author.

4.0 Site Analysis
It is common knowledge that New York City provides ample
opportunities for immigrants, often boasting as full of
opportunity. However, the glamour of living in New York City
may be tarnished in more ways than one. An analysis of job
opportunities for immigrants, New York’s history of health, and
resiliency of inhabitants all play a crucial role into the rich site
analysis of Washington Square Park, poetically linking the list of
characteristics that justify a public library that remediates cultural
transgenerational trauma within Washington Square Park.

4.1 Strategies of Site
Selection

The myriad immigration coalitions and non-profit
organizations are so common in New York City, albeit
dispersed. What is crucial to the success of this therapeutic
architecture intervention is how the site brings together the
immigration support systems throughout the city. The next
step was to pinpoint where most immigrants are working.
Although not able to specifically identify where they travel to
for work, it can be deducted through career popularity: GL
illegal immigrants make up more than half of all dishwashers,
a third of all sewing machine operators, painters, cooks,
construction labourers, and food workers.1 Top occupations
of GL immigrants in New York City rank: sewing machine
operators (94%), taxi drivers and chauffeurs (87%), maids and
housekeepers (82%), chefs and head cooks (79%), carpenters
(75%), and health aides (71%).2 It is important to note that
most sewing machine jobs exist in garment shops, specifically
around Midtown Manhattan, close to Greenwich Village,
where Washington Square Park is located.3
Since the jobs above are mainly provided in Manhattan,
the next step was to narrow down the neighbourhood: U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement and U.S. Customs
and Border Protection also maintain a policy stating that they
“will not engage in immigration enforcement in sensitive
locations like schools absent prior approval by a supervisor
or exigent circumstances [...] This means that ICE and CBP
generally will not arrest, interview, search, or surveil a person
for immigration enforcement purposes while at a school, a
known school bus stop, or an educational activity.”4 New York
University then became of interest due to its proximity to a
public space like Washington Square Park (which is a key
characteristic in overcoming transgenerational trauma), and
its safe environment. Being close to a progressive influence
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like NYU hypothesizes a harbouring of change and
confluence of ideas. Exchanges of passions among
various demographics, which in theory would elevate
an idea of a better built environment and a better-informed future.

4.2 Resiliency of Washington
Square Park

Washington Square Park is widely known as a success
story by the residents of Greenwich village, like Jane
Jacobs. Jacobs stood up for her community against the
urban modernization program of the urban planner
Robert Moses who was adamant that the only salvation
of cities was to carve pathways for vehicles . His plans
for Greenwich included a thoroughfare that required
the demolition of “416 buildings that housed 2,200
families, 365 retail stores, and 480 other commercial
establishments”,5 and would sever Washington Square
Park in half. Jane Jacobs fought against the bulldozing
of the Park and was one of many who had enough
of top-down impositions of the powers that towered
over regular citizens’ decisions.6 Both harnessed
power from their end of the spectrum: Jacobs in
“the inherently decentralized world of community
organizing and writings about urbanism”,7 and Moses
“within the byzantine and barely accountable tangle
of New York’s public authority powers”.8 Obviously,
Jacobs’ ammunition outweighed Moses. The “bunch of
mothers”9 who protested were angry and had a lot to
say. She took on the roles of both strategist and media
and community liaison with the park’s committee,
displaying a great skill for community organizing,
enlisting supporters young and old. As a mother, she
saw the potential for public spaces, and fought for
the little patch of greenspace that Greenwich Village
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had. This little reclamation of land was an act of democracy,
advocating for the community at the behest of authoritative
power, much like what kind architecture encourages.

4.3 In Field Site Analysis

Furthering the depth of this park’s history is the dark years
of 1791, 1789, 1801, and 1803, where yellow fever epidemics
were spreading throughout the nation.10 The area was known
as a ‘potter’s field’, left as a graveyard specifically for poor
people, slaves, Indigenous people, and victims of yellow fever.11
When the field got full, the government promptly moved
onto other fields around the city. Now infilled, the bodies of
Washington Square Park were left unmarked, to which Philip
Hone initiated a strategy to raise property values around the
field by transforming the potter’s field into a public square.12
In addition to the giant burial ground, vaults were discovered
after a small archeological excavation with the initial intent
of fixing the main water lines. Placed alongside the Northeast
corner of the park, the government is currently in the process
of putting names to those markers and coffins available,
speculated to be members of the two church congregations
around the area.13
A particularly gruesome series of events to lead up to
democratic means, this site history justifies an architectural
concept to provide remediation and acknowledgement of those
treated unfairly and neglected. Amalgamated with current
programs, past programs, the history of the site, its past
users and its current ones, Washington Square Park provides
integral combined value for the proposed programs mentioned
in 2.0 Architectural Solutions and 3.0 Democratic Architecture.
By veiling the public library within a school and having
the library open to all demographics create two filters of
protection: ICE cannot raid a school infrastructure, and since
all demographics are able to use the space, it is well hidden
within the rest of New York, meaning libraries can be used to
keep a low-profile and ‘fit in’ with the rest of the urban fabric.
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Figure 18: Soundwaves to showcase the
atmosphere of Washington Square Park.
Illustrated by author.

Washington Square Park is well known for its cultural
richness. Filled with locals and tourists alike, there
are certain pockets of the park that still preserve its
quietude and pensive nodes amidst the noise of the
city and people. During my site visits, I personally
witnessed upward of 4 languages being spoken around
me, children laughing and playing in the playgrounds
and fields, the drumming of skateboards hitting
pavement, the leaves rustling from the giant tree
canopies above, and music. The squeaking and honking
of vehicles can be heard in the distant, but is well
concealed through the thick vegetation surrounding
the site. I recorded this instance to examine the
ambience of the space when I returned, but since
this is a physical document, I have diagrammed the
soundwaves in Figure 18. On one site visit in particular,
I witnessed traditional Indigenous drumming and
singing under a streetlamp, while the Extinction
Rebellion Collective waved their giant flag under the
stoic arch, and people were drawing on the tiles of
the park in chalk to express other social issues that
they were trying to bring awareness to. During the
day, people sit out on the benches and people-watch
while they eat their lunch in the Sun. During the
evening hours, the streetlights provide very minimal
light except for its immediate surroundings, and the
area can get fairly dark even though there are multiple
streetlights on every path.
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Figure 19

Figure 21

Figure 20

Figure 22
Figure 19: People gather to listen to a piano player. Photographed by author.
Figure 20: A close-up. Photographed by author.
Figure 21: perspective facing Southern end of the park. Photographed by author.
Figure 22: perspective facing Eastern end of the park. Photographed by author.
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Figure 24

Figure 25

Figure 23

Figure 28

Figure 26

Figure 27
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Figure 23: Skateboarders on proposed site.
Photographed by author.
Figure 24: Noise levels. Illustrated by author.
Figure 25: Pedestrian traffic. Illustrated by
author.
Figure 26: Sun path diagram. Illustrated by
author.
Figure 27: Wind rose diagram. Illustrated
by author.
Figure 28: Winter shadows. Illustrated by
author.
Figure 29: Spring/Fall shadows. Illustrated
by author.
Figure 30: Summer shadows. Illustrated by
author.

Figure 29

Figure 30
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Figure 31: Site Context.
N.T.S. Illustrated by author.
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N.T.S.

4.4 Current Programs

Silver School of Social Work
One of the programs involved within the Silver School of
Social Work includes the Centre for Latino Adolescents and
Family Health, which seeks to:

a) Foster the development, evaluation, and dissemination
of evidence-based family interventions designed to
prevent and/or reduce problem behaviours among Latino
adolescents
b) Develop, evaluate, and disseminate family interventions for
positive youth development approaches to Latino adolescent
development and well-being
c) Examine issues of immigration related to the experiences of
Latino families
d) Promote the economic well-being of the Latino
community14

NYU Department of Chemistry
The department of chemistry houses a multitude of programs,
one of which being the Chemical Biology program. Through
this program, residents are able to work in collaboration with
NYU School of Medicine’s Genome Technology Centre
that provides faculty, staff, and partnering researchers with
a multitude of services related to genome, epigenome, and
transcriptome analysis—this includes DNA and RNA
sequencing, and methylation sequencing.15
NYU Steinhardt School of Culture, Education, and Human
Development
The Centre for Research on Culture, Development, and
Education fosters a conversation and research collaboration
on child development within a cultural/contextual/diversity
framework. Methods of this study include a physiological,
behavioural, genetic, observational, survey, interview,
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ethnographic, and experimental lens.16 Ongoing
research topics include that of identity, language,
parental socialization, and peer relationships. The
CRCDE is interested in transgenerational trauma
from a behavioural scale—however, funding is low so
not much research has been developed. Highlights of
this breadth of research are as follows:
Infancy and early childhood: focusing on cultural
similarities and differences, as well as observing/
assessing children and families of diverse ethnic and
socio-economic backgrounds. The prevalent research
is the parent-child interactions and developmental
changes of the child (predominantly low-income
African American, Chinese, Dominican, and Mexican
backgrounds) that followed suit.17
Early adolescence: focusing on social-emotional
development, academic success, peer and parental
relationships, self perceptions, and racial and gender
identities throughout this time period.
The prevalent research topic is that of structural factors
including the development among immigrant and
ethnic-racial minority youth, including discrimination
experiences, school and neighbourhood contexts, and
parental immigration status.18
Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Foundation
The Music Therapy Communication and Social
Interaction scale is used to measure children’s
communication and social interaction behaviors
as observed during music therapy sessions that
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are videotaped and coded in one-minute intervals. Coded
behaviors include instrument use, vocalization, movement,
gesture, eye contact, facial expression, parallel play, joint
attention, turn-taking, and other indicators of a child’s
response to or initiation of communication and interaction
with others.19
NYU Department of Linguistics
Linguistics is a crucial platform to include within the thesis:
not only does this department work with multiple languages,
but it also researches the cultures tethered to the linguistics,
thus the cognitive development of socio-cultural environments.
The NYU Sociolinguistics lab in particular focuses on biracial
identity construction and the syntax development of a child
growing up with multiple languages at a time.20
NYU Department of Psychology
This department is a catalyst to transgenerational trauma:
labs such as the diversity and social processes lab, which
explores how issues related to diversity influence people’s basic
social cognitive processes, political beliefs, and relations with
different social groups.21 Social cognitive and Neural Sciences
Lab includes the relationship between visual perception
and social cognition, social categorization and stereotyping,
downstream consequences and real-world outcomes, and
social and cultural influences on the visual system.22 The
Amadio Lab takes a broader approach, investigating neural
and psychological bases of social cognition and prejudice,
highlighting social attitude and belief formation, expression,
control, and change.23 The West Interpersonal Perception Lab
involves itself with physiological and psychological synchrony
between people—they measure interpersonal behaviours
such as eye contact, interruptions, and talk time, among
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physiological reports.24
Islamic Centre and Catholic Centre at NYU
The buildings serve as a safe space for individuals
with multiple entrances to house knowledge, prayer,
socialization, and a confluence of intellectual and
spiritual activities.
Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies
The department offers a variety of Jewish studies
programs taught in Hebrew language and literature
as well as Jewish history and culture from the ancient
world through to today.25
The Hagop Kevorkian Center for Near Eastern
Studies
This program offers support of the many marginalized
communities as a result of oppression such as racism,
xenophobia, Islamophobia, and punitive government
policies. It is the epicenter where faculty, students,
and visitors come together to contribute to scholarly
knowledge, public understanding and awareness of the
Middle East.26 The Department of Middle Eastern and
Islamic Studies also are housed within this building.27
NYU School of Law
Specifically, one of NYU Law’s main focuses is on
public service, specifically providing funding for
1Ls and 2Ls working in government and nonprofit
organizations.28
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Figure 32: Existing
Streetlamps and Benches. Scale
1:1000. Illustrated by author.
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Figure 33: Existing
vegetation. Scale 1:1000.
Illustrated by author.
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Figure V: Close up of screen divider. By

author.

5.0 Proposed
Intervention

The artefact I have constructed is the result of an accumulation
of research I’ve conducted. The focus of my thesis is disrupted
parenting, which plays a major role in the development of
transgenerational trauma. To approach this social issue, my
methodology consisted of looking at a neuroscientific lens. Thus,
the artefact became a physical exploration in an attempt to
manifest architectural typologies of “trauma healing”. Throughout
the research process, material, privacy—and in tandem with the
former categories, atmosphere—prevailed to become the pillars
of my research. As a physical object, the idea of “wall” was the
most important. Having personal agency is crucial in a sensitive
atmosphere such as my thesis—leading me to consider a screen
divider as a way to let the therapeutic model interact with the user;
setting boundaries leads to more comfortable, less stress induced
situations, while maintaining privacy as a flexible “wall”.

5.1 Concept
Exploration

Before starting the explanations of pillars, I would like to
address form. Something angular or 90 degrees can increase
cortisol levels, while something of a curvilinear form can
soften the perspective.1 Neurologically, this stimulates
mirror neurons: neurons fire the same way as when you are
participating in an activity, or merely observing. What this
means is that if you observe someone receiving a hug, you get
the same chemical release (oxytocin) as if you are receiving
the hug.2 More interestingly, this can also be portrayed
with inanimate objects. Hence, the parti of “the embrace”
is fundamental to this artefact. To get this form, the screen
dividers are bent wood, that envelop you from either side. The
user is then able to separate the screen dividers in half to create
smaller, personal enclosures. The radius has also been measured
as 48 cm at a 1:5 scale, it will be approximately 8’ at a 1:1 scale.
This is specifically based on Lemar Veatch’s sociopetal theory
where a comfortable social zone is 7’ to 12’.3 When separated,
the radius divides to 4’, which is a more intimate zone
(classified as ‘personal’ at 2.5’ to 4’), making it comfortable for
one person at a time.1

Figure 34

Materiality is a well-known therapeutic model to help reduce
anxiety. Tactile experiences help ground the user in case of a
panic attack, and the warm materials of paper and wood exude
a comforting atmosphere that helps improve depressive states.
Specifically, it reduces muscle tension—and paired with the
soft textures, it fires mirror neurons as if the user is physically
touching it, regardless of whether they are or not. Sinuous
forms such as the exposed grain of the red oak also reduce
stress and lower heart rate. Moreover, headaches and nausea
may be triggered by patterns of light and shadow seen in high
contrast.4 Also known as gamma oscillation, sharp contrasts

Figure 35
1
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020, I was only able to
make one of these screen dividers.
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Figure 34: Sketch of object.
Figure 35: Process work of one screen
divider.
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of light and shadow may increase levels of gamma
oscillation, while gradients decrease levels.5 Additionally,
this phenomenon is also related to anxiety, somatization,
headaches, vision problems, increasing heart rate, muscle
tensions, and a lowered immune system. Therefore, the
undulations of opacity seen in the mulberry paper reduces
symptoms related to transgenerational trauma such as those
aforementioned. Both the materials used within the artefact
are examples of biophilia—a connection to natural materials
gives a natural morphine high through the opiate rich
pathway.
Privacy can be increased through opacity, which is elaborated
through the mulberry paper, letting in diffused light while
not necessarily providing full transparency to the exterior
atmosphere. While the gradient undulations of density
help reduce symptoms, the added obscurity of transparency
helps reduce hypervigilance, making the user feel safer while
still in a brightly lit atmosphere, instead of total isolation.
Cognitive behavioural therapy uses the method of multi-level
interventions, while leaving room to suggest more private
spaces should the user decide to isolate oneself.6 These
informal spaces can be manifested by manoeuvring the screen
dividers in a way the user sees fit.
In conclusion, the artefact postulates an architectural
manifestation of physiological responses and can be used to
further study the connection to neuroscience and architecture.
More specifically, the goal of the artefact is to create a safe
environment for users who require sensitive atmospheres.
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Figure 36: Inside of screen divider.
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Figure 37

Figure 38
Figure 37: Outside of screen divider.
Figure 38: Close-up of mulberry paper.
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Figure 39

5.2 Parti Exploration

The parti moves were based off the research accumulated
throughout this document. The goal of the form was to remain
subtle within the existing location and surroundings. Starting
with the shape of the site, the emulation of an embrace
emerged through a ribbon traversing throughout Site A and
Site B, connecting them through an architecturally visual
language. Different elevations have been provided to help
reduce the amount of shadow overcast from the buildings, also
allowing certain platforms to become accessible to the public,
thus giving back some greenspace to the community. Although
the research has shown benefits to a curvilinear formation,
angled walls with flat surfaces provide space efficiency but
still encourage integration and interaction amongst its users.
Every corner has been rounded to meet a specific zone as per
Veatch’s sociopetal and sociofugal analysis of Americans in
small group ecology.7

Figure 40

Previously mentioned, the mere touching of materials
provokes the same response. The architectural design executes
this by having one ribbon as concrete (extending past the
foundation) and another ribbon as wood (taken from the site
itself ) acting as a roof parapet and fascia. By providing these
two ribbons running parallel to each other, the architectural
design provides windows and opportunities of light, thus
expanding and elevating the atmospheric qualities of each
space.
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Figure 39: Expanded parti diagram.
Illustrated by author.
Figure 40: Showing elevations of the
wood ribbon. Illustrated by author.
Figure 41: Identifying sociopetal radii
within the form. Illustrated by author.

Figure 41
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5.3 Proposed Programs

The research thus far has postulated that a community centre
with a public library attachment is the best approach to
transgenerational trauma therapy. Further, a welcoming
feeling is the ideal atmosphere when discussing trauma to a
particularly vulnerable person. Formulating this into a solution
requires that of a certain generosity and helpful mindset; in
other words, the atmosphere must be kind, where it is defined
not only in terms of “generous, helpful, and thinking about
other people’s feelings”8 but also defined as “a group with
similar characteristics, or a particular type”.9 The origin of kind
references Old English, meaning related to kin.10 “The original
sense was ‘nature, the natural order’, also ‘innate character,
form, or condition’ (compare with kind); hence ‘a class or race
distinguish by innate characteristics’.11 In summation, the
architectural goal of this thesis is to create a space for linguistic
support for the parent and the child, while exposing them to
other means of multicultural expression between occupants.
Like exposure therapy, one can create architectural strategies
to bond relationships and encourage interaction between those
who would otherwise be struggling on their own.
Understanding that this may take time, and that time varies
from person to person based on trauma severity, transparency
and privacy is key. Using Veatch’s analysis of small group
ecology and multiple zones of sociability, this atmospherically
plays a role in terms of the programs and their proximity
to each other, in addition to their linked interfaces. The
proposed architecture would incorporate two libraries (one
being child-friendly), classrooms, private and group therapy
rooms, a kitchen and dining area, and sandboxes. Since part
of the aim of this architecture is subtlety, having a visual
prominence over the park is discouraged. Smaller interventions
are implemented to the current urban fabric, including
architectural methods such as a slow gradient integration into
nature instead of hard contrast to the park. This plays a link
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to the gamma oscillation diagrams seen in Figure 10,
perhaps not neurologically, but aesthetically and in lieu
with architectural intuition. For each program, I have
allotted requirements, the chemical reactions perceived
as a result, and an overarching atmospheric term. They
are as follows:
Private Therapy (child-friendly): requires visual access
to nature, sandboxes, and definitive barriers. Chemical
reactions supported within the program include the
activity of mirror neurons, regulation in the HPA axis
through materiality and light, increased serotonin
through biophilic connection, and reconciliation
with parents through the Intergenerational Trauma
Treatment Model (out of the three steps involved in
this treatment model, the private therapy section holds
the last two: private discussion with a therapist and a
sandbox for kinetic expression). Cognitive behavioural
therapy may also be supported within this space
through kinetic expression. The overall atmospheric
sense of this space is identified as “embracing”.
Kitchen/Dining area: requires a small industry
kitchen, a dining area, and access to outdoors (for
markets and events). The chemical reactions this
program entails include cognitive behavioural therapy
by kinetic activities, exposure therapy through the
exposure of multiple cooking cultures, mindfulness
based stress reduction therapy by using the basic
human senses, non-verbal expression which helps the
demethylation of DNA through reducing cortisol
levels, and reconciliation with parents through
shared activities of cooking and eating. The overall
atmospheric sense is identified as “belonging”.
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Children’s Library: requires accessibility (meaning lower to
the ground), room for climbing, crawling, and discovering,
visual access to nature, sandboxes, low barriers for clear visuals,
higher ceilings for creative and loud spaces, lower ceilings
for sensitive activities such as classes and group therapy.
Using this space, one is able to trigger mirror neurons in
furniture assemblies and forms, regulation in the HPA axis
and reduced anxiety through materiality and light, improved
posture by means of upward formations and light placement,
and reconciliation amongst familial relationships through the
Intergenerational Trauma Treatment Model’s first step: group
therapy. The idea of “playfulness” is important to this program.
Bathrooms: are meant to have a neutral atmosphere. Neutral
spaces provide good incubators for positive distractions such as
artwork or sculptural pieces, which can ease the mind in case
of severe distress or anxiety.
Private Therapy (adults): requires a more mature and sensitive
sense of space. Using definitive barriers and softer forms,
a waiting area should be easily distinguishable and should
invoke a sense of calm. Chemical reactions related to these
design intentions include lowered cortisol levels, reconciliation
through Intergenerational Trauma Treatment Model’s second
step (and cognitive behavioural therapy) of private therapy,
and slowed, calm breathing. The atmospheric quality of “safe”
should become prominent.
Library (adult-friendly): requires anonymity, quietude,
collaboration spaces, moveable barriers, and access to nature.
Chemical reactions necessary for the space include cognitive
behavioural therapy by means of personal autonomy, exposure
therapy by being present in public spaces, and increased
serotonin through light and material. Graduating to the
final stage of transgenerational trauma remediation, the
architectural space should invoke a sense of “awareness”
throughout this program.
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Figure 42: Axonometric of programs.
Dark purple indicates most private,
while light purple indicates most
public. Illustrated by author.
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Figure 43: Chemical reactions with
relation to building sections. N.T.S.
Illustrated by author.
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Figure 44: Atmospheric properties
with relation to building sections.
N.T.S. Illustrated by author.
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5.4 Proposed Site

Existing Streetlamps and Benches.

The park’s site plan has benches along the edges of the
patches of grass, which people use to people-watch, eat their
street-vendor meals, and catch up with their peers. Since the
benches alternate, it indicates a level of privacy (something
New Yorkers value dearly), or ‘sociofugal’ as Veatch has coined.
The benches also act as barriers—instead of fences, which
are more abrasive and easier to overstep, benches propose a
duality of private and social cues. Using this as an advantage
the proposed site gives back to the typology of these benches,
since those barriers will be removed for access to the building.
The existing architectural language is then applied to the
proposed intervention to help keep the overall design subtle,
matching the rest of the park.

Figure 45: Proposed location of
Streetlamps and Benches. Scale
1:1000. Illustrated by author.
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Existing Vegetation.

Similarly, the proposed vegetation is meant to also give back
to the site what it can. Since the building will force excavation
on sites A and B, kind architecture implores the idea of giving
back to the people. Its praxis relies on enhancing experiences
instead of taking away or degrading from the community. To
execute this, I propose opening up the park to have a clear
pedestrian path directly from site A (which is heavily geared
toward children) to the playground, and to that effect to the
Silver School of Social Work. The park’s existing ecology will
continue onto the extensive green roofs I have implemented
on my buildings, seen in Figure 46.
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Figure 46: Proposed vegetation.
Scale 1:1000. Illustrated by
author.
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Figure 47: Proposed pedestrian
circulation. Scale 1:1000.
Illustrated by author.

Figure 48: Proposed privacy
levels. Scale 1:1000. Illustrated
by author.
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Figure 49: Summer shadows.
Interpreted by author. In reference
to “Mapping the Shadows of
New York City: Every Building,
Every Block - The New York
Times,” accessed December 21,
2019, https://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2016/12/21/upshot/
Mapping-the-Shadows-of-NewYork-City.html.
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Figure 50: Winter shadows.
Interpreted by author. In reference
to “Mapping the Shadows of
New York City: Every Building,
Every Block - The New York
Times,” accessed December 21,
2019, https://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2016/12/21/upshot/
Mapping-the-Shadows-of-NewYork-City.html.
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Figure 51: Spring/Fall shadows.
Interpreted by author. In reference
to “Mapping the Shadows of New
York City: Every Building, Every
Block - The New York Times,” accessed
December 21, 2019, https://www.
nytimes.com/interactive/2016/12/21/
upshot/Mapping-the-Shadows-ofNew-York-City.html.
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Figure VI: Structural axonometric diagram.
N.T.S. By author.
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6.0 Execution
1 green roofs

2 space frame

3 ceiling panels

4 columns/loadbearing walls
5 concrete floor
6 foundations

The site plan seen in Figure 53 details the immediate
surrounding context of my building. This includes “barrier
recommendations” such as the benches. The existing benches
(seen in the site plan) are facing areas in my building that are
either non-sensitive (such as the library) or enclosed structures
(such as a wall or a green roof ). Manipulating the building
to be as safe as possible, the users of both the park and the
building programs can use the space simulaneously without
compromising the comfort of the other user.
Existing streetlamps are dim, so my building provides ample
diffused lighting to help remediate the current condition.
The pedestrian path cuts the lawns in half, making it easier
for strollers and wheelchairs to traverse throughout the site.
The paving pattern is existing hexagonal stone to help the
site blend into the park as much as possible. Garbage bins
have been placed by the intensive green roofs to help people
maintain the usable green spaces. Existing water fountains are
marked as seen in the legend.

Figure 52: Site context. Scale
1:300. By author.
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Figure 54

Figure 53: Second Floor Plan.
Scale 1:300. By author.
Figure 54: Render looking at
northeastern corner. By author.
Figure 55: Building section. By
author.

Figure 55
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Figure 57

Figure 56: Ground Floor Plan,
dining/kitchen area. Scale 1:300.
By author.
Figure 57: Render looking to
interior of building. By author.
Figure 58: Building section. By
author.

Figure 58
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Figure 60

Figure 59: Underground Floor
Plan, Children’s library and
washrooms. Scale 1:300. By
author.
Figure 60: Render looking to
interior of building. By author.
Figure 61: Building section. By
author.

Figure 61
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10 m

Figure 63

Figure 62: Underground Floor
Plan, Private Therapy. Scale
1:300. By author.
Figure 63: Render looking to
interior of building. By author.
Figure 64: Building section. By
author.

Figure 64
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10 m

Figure 66

Figure 65: Ground Floor Plan,
General Public Library. Scale
1:300. By author.
Figure 66 : Render looking to
interior of building. By author.
Figure 67: Building section. By
author.

Figure 67
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Figure 69 shows the structural components that
dual as bookshelves of the general public library. As
demonstrated below, there are blinds that help to
separate the large space into three different social zones
(intimate zone, social zone, and public zone). The act
of personalizing the space as the user sees fit such as
moving the blinds allows them to gain the personal
autonomy necessary for transgenerational trauma
remediation. Mirror neurons are also triggered due to
the curvilinear nature of the bookshelves, enveloping
the user with warm materials.

Figure 68

The furniture piece that was designed for the children’s library
includes a ramp that wraps around a radius of 11’, matching
Veatch’s far social zone, making it comfortable for group therapy
spaces. The ramp on the right side wraps around at a radius of 7’,
matching Veatch’s ideology of a close social zone. The idea is that
children can access both sides, with the bookshelves height being
close to 5’. Alternatively, wheelchairs and strollers are also able to
use the space due to the accessibility.
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Figure 69

Figure 68: Children’s Library
furniture piece. N.T.S. By author.
Figure 69: General Public
Library furniture piece. N.T.S. By
author.
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The site section below shows a further in depth analysis
that I discovered when I did in-field site analysis. Although
not happening all at once, the diagrammatic section shows
a conceptual time lapse of events occuring throughout the
site, with my building superimposed on the site. The NYU
Department of Chemistry is off to the right, showing an
average height of 10+ storeys surrounding the park in order to
highlight how humble my proposal is in contrast.

1

2

3

w/c

Figure 70: Site section. N.T.S. By
author.
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People protesting against
Lebanon’s political
system and government

Extinction Rebellion for
climate change awareness
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A man plays piano to raise
money for a homeless shelter

Skateboarders

People ordering food from the
kitchen

NYU Department of Chemistry
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Figure 71: Render of intensive
green roof, above Children’s
Library. By author.
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Figure 72

Figure 73
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Figure 72: Exterior corner of
Children’s Public Library. By
author.
Figure 73: Entrance to Public
Library. By author.

Figure VII: Summary of methodology of
transgenerational trauma remediation. By
author.

7.0 Conclusion

At the beginning of this thesis, I was uncertain of my
commitment to it. Pursuing the thesis question made me feel
vulnerable—however, writing a thesis that deals with issues of
trauma and displacement became not only an exploration in
the architectural field, but also a practice of exposure therapy.
By the end of the eight month term, I felt more comfortable
discussing personal subjects. Despite the nature of my personal
experience with this topic, I would like to state that your skin
colour should not have to negate or justify your interests.
The demographics I focused on were mothers and children,
which are the most affected in cultural disparity. In terms of
labour, academics, and aesthetics, there lies a multitude of
expectations from these two demographics, especially from
Eastern cultures. My own experience directly relates to the
latter, but I deliberately chose the field of neuroscience to
explore the issue from an objective perspective, understanding
that superimposing my own experiences into the design may
not be accurate or effective to others. That is why neuroscience
is particularly important to my design, and to future kind
architects: it can create a standard baseline of empirical data,
giving architects a better foundation on which to design.
Especially with the current political climate surrounding
refugees and other government labelled undocumented
immigrants, it is clearly evidenced that architecture can have
a positive effect on people’s mental health. Paired with the
right methodologies seen in critical neuroscience, we can
start to harness the interdisciplinary field of architecture and
neuroscience to its fullest extent.
This thesis is not meant for everyone. Some of you reading this
may not completely understand the intensity of the hardships
related to cultural disparity. Some of you may have repressed
these emotional instabilities or credited them to another
factor. I understand the determinism in my hypothesis and
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architectural exploration. However, transgenerational
trauma has only been recently researched by all
scientific fields, and it has yet to cross pollinate with
the architectural field. Bringing up the thesis question
at the beginning of this document, I posit that kind
architecture, in the perspective of immigration, is the
understanding that Western norms are not applied to
everyone. What may be considered basic therapeutic
architecture to you may not be the same for others,
based on their lay perceptions and their past. The
small curation of research articles I’ve found allowed
me to create this thesis exploration, which I hope will
contribute to an increasingly prevalent social issue.
On a grander scale, kind architecture implores a level
of humility necessary in the architectural field. Just
as immigrants are people first, immigrants second, it
is important to remember that architecture is for the
people, not the recognition. Staying humble to your
client, the site, and the community creates a much
more informative and efficient architecture than basing
the design entirely around aesthetics as a sole pillar. It
is the hidden subtleties that allowed this architecture to
become what it is: a community centre and a library for
those with or without the struggle of cultural disparity,
while having the capacity to house more therapeutic
services and spaces for those who are struggling with
these issues. This perspective can be applied to all
architecture, creating a commensalist relationship
between the people and the building, while promoting
healthier lifestyles through the harmony of materiality
and form.
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Appendix

3.0 Democratic
Architecture cont.

First Space
A New York Times article explores the world of immigrants’
residences in Queens: aptly put, they state that “In New
York, hope sometimes comes at the price of the sun. The city
welcomes poor immigrants, but its housing does not. Most
rents are far beyond the means of people like Amado, who
arrive looking for a better life or to make money to send
back home. So they turn to the basements of Queens.”1 The
borough holds a shadow city of illegal apartments in their
basements, with makeshift dorms including windowless
bedrooms, shaky walls, and precarious electrical wiring.
Estimates are in the tens of thousands. This has become now a
relatively open secret through word of mouth and postings on
electrical poles, to which size, quality, and legality are factors
thought of in rent price.2 Thousands of people live in tiny
rooms alone, or share tight spaces with strangers, or even sleep
in shifts.3 Despite this being unquestionably dangerous, it also
acts as a secure community: immigrants both undocumented
and documented have found sanctuary in the borough among
people like them. Queens is New York City’s most diverse
borough, with 800 languages spoken among its residents.4
However, a lot of parents worry that ICE may take advantage
of this sanctuary. The only recluse they have is their makeshift
home with makeshift appliances, such as outdoor cookware
that are too hot to use during the summer because of the heat
it emits as well as the lack of ventilation within the cramped
areas.5 Some residents have been able to find basements
that are structurally sound, but must go through another
establishment such as an office to get to their apartment6,
adding another veil to the operation. Both government
labelled immigrants and undocumented immigrants depend
on phones to tether their old lives to their new ones, providing
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light (literally and metaphorically) to their situation.
Behind closed doors, women’s services communities
have seen a decrease in the amount of calls from
women reporting abuse. “In some cases, husbands will
threaten their wives with deportation to exert power
over them. Husbands will say that if they go to the
authorities, the family will be broken and it will be all
the woman’s fault. That keeps the abuse going.”7 This
article elucidates the burdens and lengths that many
immigrants have to go to in order to stay hidden.
Architectural illusions play a massive role in their
safety, and this article is one of many that exercise this
strategy to provide immigrants with the peace of mind
they deserve.
Second Space
When discussing workplaces, women are the most
particularly vulnerable demographic. Despite
immigrant women’s regular access to wages that
warrant them more sovereignty within the household,
the same women tend to work in dead-end positions
that pay exponentially less than men’s.8 Immigrant
women also experience a heavy double burden
since domestic chores are also her duty, having to
tackle housekeeper and breadwinner on a daily
basis. Historically, in 1990, the highest number of
immigrant ethnicities include Dominican, Chinese,
Jamaican, Russian, and Guyanese (respectively).9 By
1980, Korean owned sewing shops were around 200
in Midtown Manhattan, becoming a catalyst of safe
women only work environments, providing skills easy
to learn and a low English proficiency requirement.
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Despite these small positives, there is an underlying fear that
cultural expression will leave the immigrant obtained by ICE.
Most people are on constant high alert, checking updates on
social media about ICE raids that could potentially be in their
area. Due to the large immigrant communities in Queens,
Brooklyn, and Midtown Manhattan, most people don’t
celebrate culture. While parents stay low-profile out of fear of
deportation, children see this as a suppression of culture and a
celebration of assimilation.10 They start to internalize their old
traditions and perhaps resent their parents because they want
to blend in. In the current American political climate of 2019,
it is necessary to cut off cultural ties in order to survive.

Glossary

Brain fact diagram: see Critical neuroscience.
Choudhury et al.’s brain fact diagram consists of
political, economic, and cultural factors which, followed
by media, policy, and lay perceptions, sum up to be an
individual’s subjective view of reality.11

Critical neuroscience: “A reflexive scientific practice
that responds to the social, cultural, and political
challenges posed by the advances in the behavioural
and brain sciences.”12
Developmental Systems Theory: analyses
development, heredity, and evolution without
dichotomies like nature versus nurture, genes versus
environment, and biology versus culture.13 The prime
focus of DST evolution is the life cycle—the series of
events that occurs in each generation of a lineage.14
Epigenetic modifications: The term epigenetic is
referred to the complex interactions between the
environment and its impact on the DNA sequence.
The impact does not directly impact the genome in
any way, but alters the DNA accessibility.15 Therefore,
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Figure 74: Choudhury et al.’s brain fact
diagram.
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the study of epigenetics concerns functional changes to the
gene without sequence changes.16 Most notably, epigenetic
modifications often include DNA methylation, which refers to
the attachment of methyl groups to the DNA molecule.17
Evidence-based determinism: within the scope of biology,
the term lies within the hypothesis that any organism
is adequately explained by reference to its heredity and
environment.18 Within the scope of physiology, the term lies
within the theory that the individual acts based on a series of
complex reflexes—while maintaining consciousness, humans
have less free will than they think.19
Hypermethylation: a continued process of DNA methylation
to regulate cortisol levels which translates to stress.20
Immigrant: this paper addresses this term as a lenient term
for refugee and a more specific type of immigrant. In other
words, when referring to the term immigrant, the term refers
to immigrants coming from a hostile and violent community
in a different country, that may include (but not limited to)
political, religious, environmental, and racial conflict. This
umbrella term includes refugees. If referencing a specific
source that uses the officially established term immigrant or
refugee, it will be disclaimed as ‘government labelled’, or GL
for short.
Ontogenesis: where ontogenesis refers to the development of
an individual organism or anatomical or behavioural feature
from the earliest stage to maturity.21
Sociofugal: discouraging social contact or engagement from
others through design strategies.22 Dimensionally, this refers to
beyond 10 feet.23
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Sociopetal: fostering, enforcing, and encouraging the
development of stable interpersonal relationships.24
Dimensionally, this refers to closer than 10 feet.25
Soft architecture: as a responsive invitation that
reflects the activities of human beings.26 What this
is referring to is the flexibility of spaces so as to not
assume or predict the user’s actions and intentions.
The space can then be optimized personally by the
interactor.
Therapeutic architecture: a people-centred,
evidence-based discipline of the built environment
which aims to identify and support ways of
incorporating those spatial elements that interact
with people physiologically and psychologically into
design.27
Transgenerational trauma: a result of either a severe
trauma and/or a reoccurring trauma that has been
unbearable for the mind and the body—so much
so that there are epigenetic changes to the germline
and the consequences of the trauma gets passed
onto the next generation.28 Within the interdisciplinary fields that discuss this type of trauma, there
is inter-generational trauma and trans-generational
trauma. Both terms are interchangeable, but the prefix
inter- refers to a radial ripple that stays within; it is
defined as “between” and “among”. The prefix transrefers to a linear motion; such as “passed on”, “across”,
or “through”. The prefix trans- also can be used in
transition, which is a theoretical approach that this
paper will be following. This paper will semantically
use transgenerational trauma instead of intergenerational trauma.
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